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The transition to digital platforms has gained significant momentum in recent years due to

the COVID-19 pandemic and corresponding changes in consumer behaviour. Digital

advertising has been at the forefront of this shift and has thrived as a result. With Privacy

regulations coming in at a fast pace, brands are required to rely on the first party data even

more. The Ad-tech ecosystem is an exciting place to be right now and at Datahash, we

believe that there is always room for growth and development. We are an agile organization

that values experimentation, data-driven decision making, and fast-paced product

development About the role: Do you have a passion for building products and a curiosity

about the technology stack being used? Have you previously worked in technical roles,

such as software developer, engineering manager, or have inclination towards them, and

enjoy them? If so, we want you to join our team as a Technical Product Manager. In this role,

you will have the opportunity to enable the delivery of high-quality SaaS products in a fast-

paced, challenging, and creative environment. You will work closely with product and

engineering teams to develop and execute different products. If this sounds like an exciting

opportunity to you, we encourage you to apply. He/she will be responsible for supporting the

senior product team, Engineering team and would be willing to take on significant

responsibilities such as product and technology research, product documentation, and

product specification writing. This role is all about engaging closely with product team and

engineering team and delivering detailed technical requirements for development and help in

coordination in the build out of solutions. The ability to go deep on technical understanding and its

challenges, eventually building the right platform and services that power intelligent CDP. 
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Partner with a dedicated engineering team to define technological design and scope including

APIs, data models, migrations and integrations.  Write High Level technical requirements with

clear, detailed, and thorough specifications and user stories for complex features, functionality,

and products. Work with Product team members to help maintain a healthy and well-articulated

Product backlog.  Support the Product Owner and Product Marketer with any questions they

may have. RequirementsShould have 3-5 years of experience. Knowledge of API, data

science models and databases and Experience with data analytics driven products or

platforms. Strong writing skills and ability to converse with technical and non-technical teams

fluently, articulating business problems into clear and concise technical requirements and

documentation. Exposure to machine & deep learning concepts and their applications in SaaS

products. Significant experience working with SaaS solutions, Technical Product

Management, Systems Integrations. B.E/B. Tech (preferable); MBA not mandatory 1. Work

From Anywhere: Your office can be anywhere you like. Seriously, anywhere. 2. Your Hours,

Your Call: Work early bird hours or burn the midnight oil. It's all good. 3. Get in on the Action:

ESOP? Yeah, you get a piece of the pie too. 4. Health is Wealth: We've got you and

your family covered, health-wise. 5. Cool Vibes Only: Our work culture is as awesome as your

favorite hangout spot. 6. Epic Offsites: Once a year, we go all out. Think fun, sun, and maybe

a cocktail or two. 7. Coworking Access: Need a change from your home office? We've got

spots. 
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